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BR-B Adjustable Height Bed Raiser

Fitting & User Instructions

These instructions apply to the raising of beds from single to king size.

Please read these instructions carefully before installation.

Max Weight Loading for BR-A  - 640Kgs/100 stone per pair. Each extra frame used allows an extra 320Kgs/50 stone of 
weight loading.

Max Weight Loading for BR-B  - 190Kgs/30 stone per pair. Each extra frame used allows an extra 95Kgs/15 stone of 
weight loading.

User precautions:

?This product is only to be installed for the purpose for which it is intended (for raising beds placed on a flat, stable and 
horizontal surface).

?Ensure that the raised furniture is stable before use.

? This raiser is for indoor use only.

? Check tightness of hand wheels and fixings periodically.

? Clean with damp cloth. Use non-abvasive detergent and dry thoroughly.

Notes:

? For larger pieces of furniture you may require EXT-B2 Extender Bars to safely span the furniture.

?The raiser is preferably fitted widthways under the bed.
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1
For Adjustable Height Bed Raiser choose and adjust the height prior to fitting. Secure desired height using height 
adjustment fixing bolt and wingnut.

When raising double divan bed a third raiser will be required to support the middle of the bed. This raiser needs to 
straddle the bed joint. A third raiser would also be required for single beds that have legs or castors supporting the 
middle of the bed.

Raise bed at foot end high enough to enable the bed raiser to fit underneath. Loosen the hand wheel and extend 
the raiser to slightly larger than the width of the bed. Position the raiser underneath the bed and position as close to 
the end as possible.

Note: 

The original legs or castors can be left in position if they don't interfere with the safe fitting of the raiser.

The raiser must not be screwed into the drawers of the bed

2
Make a small hole through the screw holes in the angle brackets and into the sides of the bed. Secure the raiser in 
position using the four screws provided (figure 2a). Tighten the hand wheel of the raiser (figure 2b).

a

b Lower the bed gently onto the raiser and push angle brackets firmly against the sides of the bed.

3
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Repeat above steps to secure raiser to head end of bed.


